Nanoscale functionalities in transparent animals
inspiring novel approaches in Architecture
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ABSTRACT. In Nature we can find many examples for the benefits of translucency and transparency.
Animals with translucent bodies use these properties in two different ways. Either they serve as camouflage,
misleading their predators by seeming invisible, or the transparency is related back to the evolutionary adaption of
their special habitat.
The deep sea fish Opisthoproctus soleatus, commonly known as Barreleye fish or spook fish with its transparent
head maximizes the perception of light allowing it to travel directly to its specialized eyes. Within sea life a vast
collection of species demonstrate the use of transparency. In addition to these deepwater animals, transparent or
translucent squid, sea cucumbers and shrimp can provide valuable information.
Land animals and plants that carry these features to their advantage include glass-frogs (owing their name to a
transparent skin) which appear nearly invisible on rainforest ground, and glass-winged butterflies (e.g., Greta oto)
with partly transparent wings.
These species were selected as point of origin to show how animals can serve as role models for architectural
innovation.
Construction research has focused primarily on glass and plastics (synthetic or semisynthetic organic solids) and
has yet to reach over to Nature with its wide range of possibilities. Biomimetics of transparency in organisms can
yield the development of new construction materials to replace or upgrade known transparent materials. In many
cases, structure is reliable for the function, and not material. The transfer of the nanoscale biological structures to
new technological materials is the primary focus of our ongoing research. Within the framework of this procedure
we investigate the potential of the development of casting methods (fast, easy, reliable, up-scalable) to transfer the
functionality of biological surfaces to the technological materials. These materials are carefully selected - they are
nontoxic, environmentally friendly, reusable and rewritable. And furthermore, casting methods yield zero-wasteprocesses - so different from various current functionalization approaches in architecture.
Inspired by the multifunctional, nanoscale-based properties of the wings of butterflies such as Greta oto, we have
developed a concept for nanostructures that induce water to flow off in specific, user defined patterns - this could
be used as a design element in glass surfaces.
The multi-functionality of natural materials, structures and processes yields improvements concerning the appliance
of nanoscale coatings, including amongst others UV-light protection, antireflective surfaces, self cleaning materials
and bird-protective glass facades. Aside these improvements, entirely new materials can be envisaged, displaying
for example emotions on facades, textiles and reversible objects - sustainable, beautiful and based on nanoscale
properties inspired from living Nature!
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index refraction changes along the protrusions on G.oto wing,
which inhibit light scattering (similar to "corneal nipple arrays"
among other insects) .
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(vii) Scanning electron microscopy images
showing three distinct patterns on G. oto wing:
a. piliform scales on transparent parts, b.
detailed image of piliform scale, c. flat scales on
brown colored parts, d. piliform scale and
underlying pattern beneath piliform scales on
transparent parts
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